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SLEEP SYSTEM

The Supernal Sleep System is a one-stop
shop for all of your mattress needs. The
two mattresses in this line are the perfect
matches for our Supernal Recliner Plus
and Supernal Hi-Low beds, as well as
an outstanding choice for replacing an
existing adjustable bed.
Two mattress styles to meet a wide range
of needs:
Ascent I and the Soft Touch
Ascent I Elements:
Includes state-of-the-art progressive
laminated foams to provide a healthy
skin environment.
Border edge protection.
Designed with sleep technologies
that promote excellent comfort and
healthy bedding solutions.
Manufactured in an FDA approved
facility that has decades of
manufacturing experience to ensure
the highest quality.
Soft Touch Elements:
Core made of cool, form-fitting
memory foam that conforms to the
shape of the person who is using it.

Border edge protection.
Memory foam users credit their
wholesome night’s rest to the
absolute comfort of the soft memory
foam.
Two Mattress Cover Options:
Natural Bamboo Quilted Cover and the
Stretch Fabric Cover
Natural Bamboo Quilted Cover
Elements:
Comfortable and fresh sleeping
environment.
Soft, luster, and silky feel.
Natural properties: anti-bacterial,
deodorizing, and breathable.
Comprised of a Joma wool filling,
which absorbs and causes moisture
to evaporate, for maximum comfort.
Stretch Fabric Cover Elements:
A unique, waterproof cover that
feels soft, just like fabric.
Can be cleaned with household
cleansers.
Will protect your mattress for many
years.

SUPERNAL RECLINER PLUS
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HEAD + FOOT
ADJUŠTABLE

HEAD + FOOT
HI-LOW ADJUSTABLE
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Head Tilt
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Head Fully Raised
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Head and Foot Raised

YES

YES

Bed Flat

The Supernal Recliner Bed
System is designed specifically for
individuals who need hospital bed
features at home but do not want
the hospital room look. The bed is
upholstered for maximum comfort
and designed in a way that conceals
all electrical components, giving
it the appearance of an ordinary
bed. The Supernal Recliner Plus
bed enables its users to proudly
receive visitors in their bedrooms
without sacrificing their dignity or
compromising on functionality.
The
patent-pending
bed
frame combines the quality,
elegance, craftsmanship, and
cost-effectiveness of American,
European, and Asian engineering.
The proprietary Supernal Sleep
mattresses are designed and
manufactured exclusively in the
United States.

Illuminated wireless control;
DC-powered with emergency
power-down
Compatible with 110 or 220
volts, robust massage motors
Low settings for easy transfer
into and out of the bed
Available
in
multiple
sizes,
including
Twin, Full,
Queen, and
Dual King

The Supernal Hi-Low has
all of the features of the Recliner
Plus model, with the following
specific capabilities:
10” height adjustment
Hi-Low “bolt on” for easy
delivery, set-up, and storage
Low settings for easy
transfer into and out of the
The Supernal Recliner Plus is
bed
both high-quality and affordable.
Its features include:
European-style head tilt to
cradle pillow
Wall hugging; night table is
See the back cover of
always within reach of the
the brochure for detailed
user
information about the Supernal
Head and foot adjustability
Sleep System mattresses.
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Head Tilt
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Hi-Low Option
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